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Dual Rollers
Swan Blinds Dual Roller
blinds are will save your
view while giving you privacy and the option of block
out. We use a slim dual
bracket with a blackout
roller to the internal side of
the room and sheer blind
on the window side.
Linked Rollers
Roller blinds can be linked
together using side by side
linking brackets, or even
round corners where necessary.

Why choose Roller
Blinds?

It’s the fabric which
makes our blinds so
special
Swan Blinds have been
making Roller blinds in
Perth for 20 years
and only use the best parts
and fabrics available.

er blinds are the most popular type
of blind in Perth still in 2019.

At Swan Blinds you can
choose from four types of
fabric, Block out room
darkening, light filter translucent, sunscreen sheer or
metallic sheer fabric.
Block out fabric
Most commonly used in
Perth to keep out the
heat and make bedrooms/
Theatre rooms dark.

Base rails and brackets
Roller blinds bases are
available in a range of colRoller Blinds are a simple solution
ors and shapes including
to stop the sun damaging your
oval, fabric wrapped,
home or business furniture and to
give you privacy. Swan blinds roller round and even with a rubblinds can be made up to 3000mm ber bumper at the back of
the base rail. Brackets also
width and you can choose from
our range of control options includ- come in several colors to
ing chain control, remote control,
color coordinate with the
spring loaded or zero gravity. Roll- fabric you choose.

Light Filter fabric
Perfect for family rooms/
Games rooms to let in natural light while reducing the
heat.
Metallic Sheer fabric
Mainly used for commercial
office buildings, this fabric
lets some light in but cuts out
majority of the heat with its
metallic reflective backing.
Sheer Sunscreen fabric
If you have room with a view,
with sheer you see out during the day, outside cant see
back in. This is in reverse at
night if internal lights are
turned on though.

Motorized Rollers
Remote controlled roller blinds are commonly
used in Perth. You can select from the following
options. Battery powered rechargeable motors,
240v hard wired motors or solar powered battery
motors.
Li-ion Battery motors for Roller blinds
Our Li-ion motors can move up to 5kg of blinds
effortlessly and only need recharging roughly
every 6 months to give an estimate. Recharging
is simple and anyone can use the remote-control
system with its simple button configuration.
Wired motors for Roller blinds
Our wired motors are a cost-effective option running on just 240v. Once installed by a licensed
electrician they really look after themselves.
Remote control
The Automate Push series fuses luxury and functionality in a well-crafted, minimal design. The 5
channel remote features soft tactile rubber buttons that can control 5 individual or 5 groups of
shades, as well as an “All” button that conveniently activates all programmed channels. The
Push5 is available in two premium finishes - Gloss
White and Matte Black.
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Swan Blinds have the biggest range
of options when it comes to roller
blinds!
Cassette Roller Blinds
Make your bedroom or home theatre
pitch black with our channel cassette
blinds. Visit the showroom for more
information.
Aero Single
Controlled with an independent
spring mechanism, the blind will open
and close to your preferred top and
bottom locations in a smooth and
controlled motion, with one simple
touch.
Aero Dual
Controlling two blinds with independent spring mechanism, raising and
lowering blinds to your preferred top
and bottom locations, with one simple
touch.
ZeroGravity

Smart phone-controlled blinds
ARC™ technology allows you to use
your smartphone app for remote-free motor setup, no need for a handheld remote. Some functions include Limit Setting, Favorite Shade Position and three Speed Settings. The Levelling
Control allows precise positions of multiple
shades to ensure perfect alignment and configuration.

The weight of the ZeroGravity spring
perfectly offsets the weight of the
blind over the entire range of travel.
This means that users can put the
blind up or down with the lightest
touch.

